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“Highly Evolved Organisations are…”

COMPLIANCE AS A SERVICE

•

Detect. Correct. Protect.
Why try to continually keep up with compliance when CSI’s Compliance
as a Service can get you out in front?
No more manual checks during system builds, time-consuming reworks
or risk-increasing handoffs. By implementing an automated compliance
service, the combination of detect and correct gives CSI the ability to
deliver zero defect systems, mitigating your risk and protecting your
brand reputation with more accuracy and less cost.

•
•

44 times more likely to deploy automated testing

27 times more likely to use configuration management tools

Twice as likely to be automating services for broad use

State of DevOps Report by Puppet

TRANSLATE CODE INTO COMPLIANCE
As IT environments grow, the operational cost of manual configuration and deployment can spiral out of control. Defining infrastructure as code ensures that configuration policy
is flexible and verifiable. By continuously evaluating systems against a pre-defined desired state, CSI can prevent configuration drift, universally apply changes and translate
code into compliance.
Clearly translating compliance into code allows you to precisely define statements of policy and move risk from runtime to build and test.
CSI’s continuous compliance identifies issues early and automatically inspects systems while alerting where remediation is required. We remove time spent on manual checks
during system build by over 90% which reduces time to delivery. CSI offers almost 200 ready-made profiles containing over 18,000 controls giving the ability to complete
specific audits continuously on any platform.
Continuous change is here to stay and automation is a critical approach to maintaining control at a speed impossible to deliver manually. Digital transformation success comes
from reducing ‘development friction’ and moving from inception to delivery quickly and securely. CSI can implement automation to create an environment where you can
consistently and safely ship applications across your IT estate – whether on-premise, in the CSI PowerCloud or in public cloud platforms like IBM Cloud, Microsoft Azure or AWS.
Once deployed, CSI will continuously test and audit your applications and infrastructure. We do this by comparing the actual state of your system with the desired state that
together we have already defined and any violations are detected and reported for remediation. The validation of compliance and security in your environment can be based on
customised tests, ready-built tests from our extensive knowledge base - or both.

YOUR PERPETUAL EDGE

TECHNOLO GY I S THE MEANS . OUTCOMES AR E THE END.
The world cares less and less about the specific IT and more and more about what it can do.
That’s why we take a technology-neutral, outcomes-biased approach.

GROW

SAVE

INNOVATE

P ROT EC T

Our expertise in securely optimising
digital performance means that whether
you need to enhance app performance,
harness emerging technology or
liberate talent to focus on innovation,
we can enable you to create customer
experiences that drive next-level
satisfaction, loyalty and growth.

Against a cost-conscious backdrop CSI
delivers critical compute ‘on-demand’
and provides an opex financial model
for data and applications. It means
your capital can be refocused on value
creation and your business can obtain
and sustain a cost advantage.

Whether it’s translating workload data
into business intelligence, creating
future-proof architecture or enabling
your business to delegate resourcehungry core IT, CSI can help you find
and exploit a perpetual edge.

At CSI, we employ our expertise to
identify weaknesses before cyber
criminals do and we deploy machine
learning to reduce zero-day threat to
as close to zero threat as possible.

